Analyze Medicaid and Medicare Data
with Cloud-Native Data Analytics
The wealth of insights possible from Medicaid / Medicare Data is difficult to summarize
in a few sentences. Needless to say, pull these data into a Cloud Data Warehouse and
running analytics on these data unlocks numerous immediate impact business use
cases like tracking the performance of Medicaid/Medicare programs or health
insurance analysis (State, Population, Gender, Age).

The Easy Way to Handle Patient Medicaid
and Medicare Data
Typically Medicaid/Medicare Data Warehouses are built on a classical
environment by shifting these data into a cloud environment the ease
of analyzing large complex and disparate data is meaningfully easier
Google Cloud’s BigQuery allows us to store large stores of data and we
are able to visualize in Looker which tightly integrates with BigQuery.
BigQuery and Looker allows for visualizations from a Geographic
Information System (GIS) perspective is also easily integrated into
analysis flows with minimal expertise or services.

Easily Integrate Other Curated Data
By pulling data into a Cloud Data Warehouse other data sets can
easily be joined with the Medicaid/Medicare data for example
COVID related inputs etc. to help make policy changes.

What’s Waiting for You in Medicaid and Medicare Cloud Data Warehouse?

Patient Data Visualization
Visually sort data by every practical
demographic (gender, race, age,
geography, etc.), and drill down as
deep as needed.

Customizable Dashboards
Enjoy secure access across your team
with dashboard functions that are
easily interchangeable according to
healthcare industry specializations.

Integrate 3rd Party Data Sets
Monitor health trends to inform
more effective policy changes
and analyze results, while also
determining the performance of
Medicaid and Medicare brokers.

How SpringML Supports the Best Data Warehouse Solutions
SpringML’s substantial expertise with Google Cloud and Healthcare data makes it easy for our teams to migrate your data into
these cloud warehouses and train your staff to get the most out of the powerful analytics and visualization tools.

Visit our site to discover how SpringML can make Medicaid and Medicare Data Warehouse work for
your organization.

